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Executive Summary 

This report summarises the volcanic activity at the Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat for the period from 1 

April to 30 September 2017 (the reporting period), inclusive, including all monitoring and visual observations. 

Overall, activity during the reporting period has been low. Seismic activity has consisted of sporadic volcano-

tectonic (VT) earthquakes, sometimes in strings or brief swarms. Low-frequency seismicity has been almost 

absent, with only one LP/rockfall recorded during this period, while rockfall activity has continued at a very low 

level. A total of four VT strings, of varying length and intensity, occurred during the reporting period, bringing 

the total number since November 2007 to 94. None of the strings, including the strong string on27 July 2017, 

were associated with any observable changes in SO2 flux, fumarole activity or the occurrence of ash venting. 

Ground deformation continued to show slow radial inflation similar to that during previous pauses in activity. 

The GPS stations closest to the lava dome show little to no horizontal deformation, while stations further away 

show a radial extension from the dome, at a slow rate of up to approximately 1 cm/yr. All GPS stations show a 

vertical upward movement. This is consistent with the continuation of the pause in volcanic activity and the 

long-term inflation of both the volcanic edifice and the island. 

No SO2 flux data is available yet from the recently installed gas-monitoring network. However, traverses 

beneath the plume have yielded values of between 134 t/d and 438 t/d. These are consistent with fluxes 

recorded by the DOAS network before it failed in 2015. 

There have been no significant changes to the dome or fumarole activity. Weathering and heavy rainfall 

continue to generate occasional rockfalls from the heavily fractured steep slopes located in the 2010 collapse 

scar and at the head of the Tar River valley. Strong fumaroles continue to be active in the 2010 collapse scar, in 

the cliff on the Tar River flank and on the summit of the lava dome. Despite variations caused by local 

atmospheric conditions, some fumaroles remain very hot, with temperatures of over 400 °C measured on 

several occasions in the current reporting period. Such high temperatures have been recorded since the end of 

Phase 5 in February 2010. 

The pause in lava extrusion that started on 11 February 2010 continues and is now more than 91 months long 

as of 30 September 2017. This prolonged period of persistent low-level unrest, (i.e., continued inflation, 

sporadic seismicity and persistent de-gassing) clearly demonstrates that the magmatic system has not shut 

down. Thus, the potential for a restart remains. Consequently, MVO continues to hold the view that little has 

changed in regards to the Hazard and Risk posed by the Soufriere Hills volcano at this time. 
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1 Volcanic Activity for the Period 1 October 2016 to 31 March 2017 

1.1 Summary 

Figure 1 below summarises the daily seismicity, GPS and SO2 flux for the period 1 April to 30 September 2017. 

Due to continued instrument issues, no continuous SO2 flux data is available for this reporting period. However, 

data from traverses carried out during the reporting period is presented (see Section 1.4 for details). 

 

Figure 1: Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 April 2017 to 30 Sep 2017. Top: Number of volcanic earthquakes 
detected and recorded by the seismic network. Middle: Displacement of cGPS stations MVO1 (red) and GERD (blue) radially 
away from the SHV vent (GAMIT processing). Bottom: Measured daily SO2 flux derived from traverses beneath the plume. 

 

Activity has remained low during the reporting period, with seismicity dominated by volcano-tectonic (VT) 

earthquakes and rockfalls (RFs). 

The trend of occasional bursts of VT seismicity in the form of VT strings or brief swarms has continued during 

this reporting period. A total of four VT strings, of varying length and intensity, occurred during the reporting 

period, bringing the total number since November 2007 to 94 (see Section 1.2.5 VT Strings). The most intense 

VT string occurred on July 2017 and consisted of 36 VTs. None of the strings were associated with any 

observable changes in SO2 flux, fumarole activity or the occurrence of ash venting. 

During September, three major hurricanes (Irma, Jose and Maria) passed within 60 miles of Montserrat. While 

Hurricanes Irma (6 September) and Jose (9 September) had little to no impact on Montserrat, Hurricane Maria 

(19 September) brought strong winds and approximately 19 cm of rain. This generated moderate lahars in 

most drainages on the volcano, particularly in the Belham Valley where 1-2 m of erosion occurred at the upper 

crossing. In addition, some instruments in the field sustained minor damage and there were major issues 
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concerning communication with other instrument due to issues at Silver Hills (See section 4.1.3 Ongoing 

problems and known issues for more detail). 

 

1.2 Seismic Activity from 1 April 2017 to 30 September 2017 

1.2.1 Summary 

The level of seismic activity recorded at SHV during this reporting period has remained very low. 

Figure 2 displays the daily counts of the different volcanic earthquake types for the period 1 April 2017 to 30 

September 2017 inclusive, and shows that the pattern of sporadic VT earthquakes and occasional rockfalls has 

continued. VT earthquakes made up the majority of the total seismicity. 

A further 4 VT strings occurred during the reporting period, with the most intense in terms of duration, event 

numbers and earthquake magnitude being that on 27 July 2017, with 36 earthquakes occurring in around 13 

minutes. This was the largest and most energetic VT string since 8 March 2014. 

Low-frequency seismicity has been almost absent, with only one hybrid earthquake recorded during this 

period. This pattern remains fairly typical of a pause in lava extrusion, although the level of activity in the last 

few months has fallen below that seen during previous pauses. 

 

1.2.2 Current levels of seismicity 

The total counts and mean daily event rate for each event type are given in Table 1. Counts for both the whole 

reporting period and for the period since the end of Phase 5 are shown. 

Rockfall activity has been low, in keeping with the declining trend over the last few years as the dome has 

stabilised (see Figure 2 and Figure 6). Low-frequency seismicity has been extremely low, with only one hybrid 

earthquake recorded on 29 July 2017. 

A further four VT strings occurred during this reporting period (see Section 1.2.5), including a large and 

energetic sequence on 27 July 2017. Despite this, the mean daily rate of VTs for the last 6 months of 0.52 is 

slightly less than the average across the whole of the current pause of 0.65 (Table 1). This is a slight increase on 

the value for the previous 6 months reporting period of 0.31 per day.  

Figure 4 displays the hypocentres of all VT earthquakes recorded by the MVO network during the reporting 

period that were able to be located, alongside a plot of their focal mechanisms (Figure 5) showing the range of 

fault-plane orientations. The focal mechanisms were calculated using FPFIT (Reasenberg & Oppenheimer, 

1985) and only those with high-quality, well-constrained solutions are shown. The hypocentres are subject to 

the usual errors and network biases, but are consistent with all recent VT seismicity at SHV. They are clustered 

within a comparatively small seismogenic volume beneath the dome and the 2010 collapse scar at depths 

between 0.5 and 4km. The observation of a trend towards increasing VT hypocenter depths in recent years is 

discussed in more detail in Appendix A: Trends in VT earthquake depths since Phase 5 – Common Phase 

Method. 

Comparing the current event rates in Table 1 with the rates calculated for previous pauses in Table 2, the total 

mean daily event rate for this whole pause period remains broadly comparable with the rates seen during 
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previous pauses, even if the rates for this reporting period are somewhat lower, indicative of a general 

declining trend in overall seismicity rates (of all types). 

 

Table 1: Total number of events and mean daily event rates for each earthquake type during (a) the whole of Pause 5 (since 11
 February 2010) and (b) the period covered by this report (1 April 2017 to 30 September 2017) 

Event Type 
Pause 5 (since 11 Feb 2010) 1 Apr 2017– 30 Sep 2017 

Total Events/Day Total Events/Day 

LP/Rockfall 107 0.04 0 0.00 

Hybrid 139 0.05 1 0.01 

LP 97 0.03 0 0.00 

Rockfall 1645 0.59 13 0.07 

VT 1825 0.65 95 0.52 
     

Total 3813 1.37 109 0.60 

 

Table 2: Total number of events and mean daily event rates for each earthquake type recorded at SHV during pauses in lava extrusion.
 The dates of the pauses are defined as Pause 1: 10 March 1998 to 27 November 1999, Pause 2: 1 August 2003 to 15 April
 2005, Pause 3: 4 April 2007 to 29 July 2008, Pause 4a: 14 October 2008 to 10 December 2008 and Pause 4b: 4 January 2009 to
 4 October 2009 

Event 
Type 

Pause 1 Pause 2 Pause 3 Pause 4a Pause 4b 

Total 
Events 
/Day 

Total 
Events 
/Day 

Total 
Events 
/Day 

Total 
Events 
/Day 

Total 
Events 
/Day 

LPRFs 44 0.07 2 0.00 34 0.07 31 0.54 12 0.04 

Hybrid 627 1.00 1696 2.72 393 0.82 78 1.37 2 0.01 

LP 273 0.44 145 0.23 1458 3.02 74 1.30 12 0.04 

RF 6336 10.11 257 0.41 454 0.94 153 2.68 174 0.64 

VT 3689 5.88 256 0.41 432 0.89 84 1.47 172 0.63 
           

Total 10969 17.49 2359 3.78 2797 5.80 420 7.36 372 1.36 

 

1.2.3 VT energy release 

Analysis of earthquake numbers alone may be misleading as it does not consider the rate of energy release 

since the size of the earthquakes are not taken into account. Figure 7 shows an estimate of the cumulative VT 

energy calculated from the local magnitudes using the following equation (Gutenberg-Richter magnitude-

energy relation): 

 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐸0 = 1.5𝑀𝑊 + 11.8  
 

(1) 

This method to estimate total VT earthquake energy should be more robust than relying on amplitude 

measurements at single stations, with the impact of site effects and data gaps etc. minimised. 

Figure 7highlights the distinct seismic gap (in both VT energy and numbers) that occurred for several months 

following the 23 March 2012 episode. A similar, but shorter, gap occurred following the 08 March 2014 activity, 

with very little VT energy released between 08 March and June 2014. In the 3 years or so since then, the 

energy release rate has remained roughly constant, and in fact may be slightly declining, despite numerous 

smaller VT strings occurring during this time. 
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This figure also shows that although the VT string occurring on 27 July 2017 was the largest in this reporting 

period (see Table 3) it still released around one order of magnitude less energy than those in March 2012 and 

March 2014. 
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Figure 2: Daily counts of the different earthquake types recorded by the MVO network for the period covered by this report: i.e. 
between 1 April 2017 and 30 September 2017. The total count of all event types is shown at the top, followed by individual 
counts for VTs, Rockfalls, Hybrids, LP events and LP/Rockfalls. The four VT “strings” to have occurred during this period are 
marked by the red stars on the VT plot. 
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Figure 3: Daily counts of the different earthquake types recorded by the MVO network since the end of Phase 5, i.e. from 12 February 
2010 until 30 September 2017. Tick marks are at 3-month intervals. The total count of all event types is shown at the top, 
followed by individual counts for VT events, Rockfalls, Hybrids, LP events and LP/Rockfalls. VT “strings” are marked by the red 
stars on the VT plot. 
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Figure 4: Hypocentres of located VT earthquakes recorded by the MVO seismic network during the reporting period: i.e. between 1 
April 2017 and 30 September 2017 (94 events in total). The size of each circle is a function of the earthquake magnitude and 
the lower panel displays the depths as a function of time. 
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Figure 5: Fault-plane solutions of located VT earthquakes recorded on the MVO seismic network during the reporting period: i.e. 
between 1 April 2017 and 30 September 2017 (48 events of the 95 total). The focal mechanisms shown were calculated using 
FPFIT within SEISAN, with only well constrained ‘A’ quality solutions shown on the plot. The lower panel displays the depths as 
a function of time. 
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Figure 6: Daily counts of rockfall events since the end of Phase 5, i.e. from 12 February 2010 until 30 September 2017. The red line 
represents a 60-day moving average, and the green a 60-day low-pass filter of the daily event counts. 

 

Figure 7: VT earthquakes recorded at SHV since the end of Phase 5. The blue histogram shows daily counts of VT earthquakes, with VT 
strings marked by red stars. Approximate cumulative VT energy release (calculated from the magnitudes using Equation (1)) is 
shown by the green line. Note the total energy release of around 433 GJ during this period is approximately equivalent to a 
single M4.6 earthquake. 

 

1.2.4 VT focal mechanisms:  p-axes and fault-classification 

The map in Figure 5 is perhaps not the clearest way of showing the focal mechanisms as the solutions can be 

obscured if many events are plotted together, so alternative ways of presenting the VT focal mechanism data 

are considered here. 
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The orientation of the azimuth of the p-axis of earthquake focal mechanisms is often taken as a proxy for the 

direction of the maximum compressive stress (σ1). The left-hand panel in the rose diagram (Figure 8) shows 

that there is predominance towards a trend of roughly NE-SW strike if all events in the current repose period 

are analysed. In contrast, the most recent data during this reporting period shows another dominant NW-SE 

trend in the p-axis azimuths, although the low sample size probably makes this observation misleading.  

 

 

Figure 8: Rose diagrams showing the distribution of the P-axis strike (azimuth) of the focal mechanisms obtained for VT earthquakes 
occurring during: the period since Phase 5 (12 February 2010 to 30 September 2017 – left) and the current reporting period (1 
April 2017 to 30 September 2017 – right) 

  

There is clearly a range of fault-orientations present in the focal mechanisms, so to assess whether there is a 

systematic distribution to this, the focal mechanisms were classified by the fault-type associated with each. 

This was achieved using the python script FMC.py (Álvarez-Gómez, 2014) which classifies the earthquake 

derived focal mechanisms into seven categories of fault as shown in the ternary diagram in Figure 9. This 

scheme goes beyond the three basic Andersonian regimes: normal, reverse and strike-slip, and in addition 

includes several oblique slip regimes. 

The results of the classification for the MVO VT earthquake catalogue are shown in Figure 10, showing ternary 

diagrams of the VT earthquake fault mechanisms for the period since Phase 5, and also for the current 

reporting period. Histograms showing the distribution between the fault classes are also shown. There is clearly 

a broad range of fault-types, with no particular faulting regime dominating the results, although for the larger 

event catalogue there is perhaps a slight bias towards strike-slip fault mechanisms.  

This method of displaying the focal mechanism data is planned to be developed further for future reports, in 

order to assess whether there is useful information to be gleaned on the stress conditions at SHV. 
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Figure 9: Ternary diagram showing the 7 classes in the fault-classification scheme used in the FMC.py python script. Taken from 
Álvarez-Gómez, (2014). 

 

 

Figure 10: Distributions of VT earthquake fault-plane solutions in terms of fault classes. The top two plots show ternary 
diagrams of the VT focal mechanisms separated into 7 fault classes, while histograms of the distributions are shown 
in the lower panels. The left-hand side covers the period since Phase 5 (12 February 2010 to 30 September 2017), 
and the right-hand side the current reporting period (1 April 2017 to 30 September 2017). Based on high-quality 
solutions calculated using FPFIT, classified using FMC.py (Álvarez-Gómez, 2014) 
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1.2.5 VT Strings 

As discussed in previous reports, VT strings, defined as short intense swarms of VT earthquakes (sometimes 

referred to elsewhere in the literature as ‘Spasmodic bursts’), have become a relatively common phenomenon 

at SHV since they were first identified in 2007 (see Figure 11– Figure 14). Table 3 lists the details of four more 

such strings that occurred during this reporting period. The data in this table and Figure 11– Figure 14 show 

that the string occurring on 27 July 2017 was the most significant in terms of the number of earthquakes and 

energy release, with the others being much less energetic. However, no significant short-term strain signal was 

observed coincident with this seismicity (Figure 11), unlike for some of the previous higher energy VT strings. 

It should be noted that Table 3 only contains earthquakes large enough to trigger the earthworm event 

detection algorithm (which can be subjective if the event rate is high and several events are manually “cut out” 

from a single waveform file). In all cases some additional, lower amplitude events were identified from detailed 

inspection of the continuous waveform data (particularly on the more proximal stations MBLY and the MSS1 

Spider). 

 

Table 3: VT Strings observed at SHV between 1 April 2017 and 30 September 2017. The table lists the date and onset time of the first 
earthquake of the string, the number of VT events that triggered the earthworm event detection algorithm, the number of 
events that were located, the approximate duration of the string in minutes, the maximum local magnitude, and the 
approximate total energy of the earthquakes. 

# 
Date / Time 

(UTC) 
Triggering 

VTs 
Located 

VTs 
Approximate 

duration (minutes) 
Max. Local 
Magnitude 

Approx. Energy 
(GJ) 

1 
01-May-2017 

17:35:10 
3 3 1.2 1.8 0.05 

2 
21-Jul-2017 

02:48:35 
1 1 0.4 2.1 0.09 

3 
27-Jul-2017 

10:41:04 
36 36 13.2 3.1 9.75 

4 
13-Sep-2017 

17:04:30 
3 3 10.5 1.7 0.05 
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Figure 11: Seismic and strain data from the VT string on 27 July 2017. The top plot shows the vertical component seismogram 
from station MBLY. The lower two plots show the 50Hz and 1Hz strain data recorded at the only available CALIPSO 
station: TRNT (Trant’s). Strain data amplitudes have been corrected to units of nanostrain. No filtering was applied, 
but a linear trend was removed from the 24hrs of strain data to account for drift, and the mean subtracted from the 
data shown in the plots. Note the offset between the seismicity and earthquakes seen in the high-rate strain, 
suggesting there may be a timing error with the strain data. 
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The relationship between VT strings and surface activity has been discussed in previous reports, where it has 

been asserted that there is evidence of a positive correlation between the occurrence of VTs, particularly VT 

strings, and increased SO2 output. The strings occurring in this reporting period can add no new information 

about this relationship as due to ongoing issues with installation of the new gas network, no SO2 flux data was 

recorded apart from ad hoc traverse data. 

None of the strings that occurred during this reporting period were followed by subsequent tremor signals or 

any other observable activity or changes at the surface. 

The total number of VT strings identified between November 2007 and the end of this reporting period now 

stands at 94, with only 17 (≈20%) of these directly preceding observable surface activity or changes. 

 

 

Figure 12: Stem plot showing the number of triggered VT earthquakes in each VT string. Filled white circles represent strings 
that preceded observable surface activity. The blue line on the right-hand axis represents the cumulative VT energy 
release for the same period (including both VT string and non-string VT earthquakes) 

 

 

Figure 13: Stem plot showing the durations in minutes of all VT strings since first identified in Nov 2007. Filled white circles 
represent strings that preceded observable surface activity. 
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Figure 14: Stem plots showing individual energy estimates for all VT strings (from a summation of the earthquake energies 
derived from magnitudes). The lower plot shows the cumulative string energy converted back to a total or pseudo-
magnitude for each string – equivalent to plotting the energy on a log scale. 

 

1.2.6. Low amplitude VT swarm activity on 29 July and 01 August 

Two days after the large VT string on 27 July, there was a period of low-level seismic activity, with numerous 

very small events occurring in a roughly 7-hour period between around 12:00 and 19:00 UTC on 29 July (see 

Figure 15). There were only 3 triggered events: 2 VT earthquakes at 12:04 and 13:37 (maximum magnitude 

ML1.3) and a ML1.6 hybrid event at 18:24. However, many more events were (just) visible on the helicorders - 

seen particularly on the MSS1 spider. Most of these observed events were therefore too small to trigger, 

possibly due to the lack of MBFR and MBLG affecting the triggering detection threshold. Analysis of the 

continuous waveform data indicates these to be very small high-frequency VT earthquakes. There was also 

perhaps an earlier, shorter, period of elevated seismic activity between approximately 03:00 and 05:00 UTC. 

Again, there were several small events visible on the MSS1 helicorder, but only 2 triggered VT events: at 04:11 

and 04:33, with maximum magnitude ML1.3. 

A similar pattern of activity was observed on 01 August, this time occurring over an approximately 3-hour 

period between around 12:30 and 15:30 UTC. There was only 1 triggered event: a VT earthquake at 14:53 with 

magnitude ML1.3, but again, many more very small events were visible on the helicorders of proximal stations. 

The activity did not continue beyond these two short periods. 

This pattern of low-level VT seismicity, sustained over several hours, is unlike the characteristic shorter bursts 

of earthquakes that we have become accustomed to observing with VT strings over recent years. This is also 

somewhat similar to the behaviour seen following the large VT string on 23 March 2012, when there was a 24-

hour period of low-level VT swarm activity on 30 March (reported in Cole et al., MVO OFR-1201). 
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Figure 15: Section of the helicorder plot from station MSS1 SHZ (Spider) on 29-Jul-2017, showing low-level VT activity across an 
approximately 7-hour period between 12:00 and 19:00 UTC. 

 

1.2.7 Seismic “bursts” 

Following the large VT string on 27 July, 6 “bursts” of very small earthquakes were observed at SHV, with 

typically 5 or more small earthquakes occurring in 2-3 minutes (Figure 16). These appear to be very similar to 

the seismic "bursts" of mixed event types seen at SHV in August/September 2012 that were described in the 

MVO report to SAC 17 (Cole et al., OFR 12-02). The details of these bursts are listed in Table 4 and the timing of 

their occurrence is also shown in the timeline in Figure 17. 

 

Table 4: Details of the seismic “bursts” of small events that occurred at SHV in July and August 2017. The table lists the date and onset 
time, the number of triggered earthquakes, an approximate manual event count, the duration and the classification of the 
recorded events. 

Date and Time (UTC) 
Triggering 

events 
Manual 
count 

Approximate 
duration (seconds) 

Sequence/event types: 
triggered (manual) 

29-Jul-2017 23:01:27 2 6+ 150 VT VT (+RFs?) 

31-Jul-2017 12:07:15 1 5+ 75 VT 

31-Jul-2017 23:44:50 0 ? 90 (VTs?) 

01-Aug-2017 17:10:00 0 ? 140 (VTs?) 

01-Aug-2017 22:10:15 0 ? 140 (VTs?) 

23-Aug-2018 17:41:01 0 5+ 100 (VTs?) 
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The waveforms and spectrograms in Figure 16 show no clear pattern in terms of event types, although they 

appear from the high-frequency content to be mostly VT type events. However, there are also some events 

with more emergent onsets and lower frequencies, so it is possible there are some rockfall events mixed in; 

although the very low amplitudes and close temporal spacing, with overlapping waveforms hindered 

classification in some cases. It is possible that these may in fact reflect the same process as the shorter 

duration VT strings (just smaller) - but the suggestion of other event types, the extremely low amplitudes, and 

the fact that they are only visible above the noise level at only the most proximal stations (MSS1 and MBLY) 

make it very difficult to draw conclusions with any certainty. 

Preliminary examination of the seismic record has revealed there may have been similar examples of this type 

of behaviour at SHV in the past: in July/August 2012 as already mentioned, and also a couple of other possible 

examples during early July 2008 before the onset of Phase 4a of extrusion.  

However, the examples here and in 2008 were less frequent and not sustained over a period of a few weeks 

like those reported in 2012. 

 

 

Figure 16: Seismic waveforms, spectrograms and spectra for each of the 6 identified “bursts”. Each of the 6 panels shows 150 s 
of waveform data from the vertical component of the (short-period) Spider MSS1, with its associated spectrogram 
and normalised amplitude spectrum for frequencies up to 30Hz. 
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Figure 17: Timeline showing the occurrence of the 6 seismic “bursts” in July/August 2017. These are indicated by the dashed 
vertical lines overlaid on histograms of the daily event counts of different event types. The bursts mostly occurred in 
the week or so following the large VT string on 27 July, and appear to be mostly composed of high-frequency VT 
type events, although there were possible rockfall signals mixed in.  
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1.3 Ground Deformation 

1.3.1 G.P.S 

There was no change in the deformation pattern observed between 1 April to 30 September 2017, relative to 

the previous report (1 October 2016 – 31 March 2017) or in general since the beginning of Pause 5. Although 

slow, the long-term inflation of the edifice/island is consistent with the continuation of the pause in volcanic 

activity and a pressurization of the magmatic system at depth. 

The slow deformation rate implies that the deformation is best seen on longer time-series, as plotted in Figure 

18–Figure 20 for the period April 2016 – September 2017, and in Figure 21–Figure 23 for the entire Pause 5 

(since 12 February 2010). The time series of the radial and vertical displacements measured at the campaign 

stations are plotted in Figure 24 for Pause 5. Appendix B: Additional GPS Plots contains plots showing the entire 

dataset since the beginning of the eruption. Figure 25, where the displacements have been filtered to remove 

part of the noise, also shows that the deformation pattern remains the same since the beginning of Pause 5. At 

each station, the deformation rate is relatively similar for the five pauses. 

The closest stations to the dome (e.g. HERM, SPRI, FRGR) show no or very small horizontal deformation, while 

stations further away show a radial extension from the dome, at a slow rate of up to approximately 1 cm/yr. 

Although the vertical component is scattered, most of the stations on island show an upward movement, in 

particular the near-field stations.  

During Pause 5, significant displacements have been recorded at the near-field stations following some events, 

such as the ash venting event in March 2012 (Figure 21). The strong VT strong on 27 July 2017was not 

associated with any related displacements in either the daily position time series, or in high-rate GPS data.  

A possible increase in radial extension rate from the dome is visible since May 2017, particularly at MVO1, 

GERD and NWBL. However, the origin of this signal is uncertain: in the context of Pause 5 this rate change is 

only significant at MVO1 (Figure 21), again only MVO1 shows potentially an associated tangential displacement 

(from E to W), which could however be related to various issues with the antenna and antenna mount 

ultimately causing the interruption of the time-series in August. 

A comparison of the horizontal velocities for Pause 5, for the last 1.5 years (since April 2016) and for the last 

year (since September 2017) is represented in Figure 26. For Pause 5, the velocities of both continuous (named 

in red) and campaign stations (named in black) have been calculated. Stations missing a significant amount of 

data during any of these three periods were omitted for the period concerned (e.g. SGH1).  

The direction of horizontal deformation for Pause 5 and for April 2016–September 2017 are overall similar. The 

direction of horizontal deformation calculated for the one-year time-series (October 2016–September 2017) 

differs a bit more. This is likely due to the shortness of the time-series since this difference is observed at the 

stations whose deformation is minimal i.e., close-field stations, or stations with noisier data. For the three 

time-series, the direction of horizontal deformation at the closest stations are variable and their amplitudes are 

small if not negligible. Note that the deformation rate at SPRI since April 2016 is dominated by a non-volcanic 

signal and should be ignored. In contrast, the far-field stations show a clear radial extension away from the 

dome (indicated by yellow star). For these stations, the radial extension rate since April 2016 is up to 

approximately 1 cm/yr, and is slightly higher than the rate calculated over the entire Pause 5. 
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Figure 27 compares the GPS velocities during 2010-2013, 2013-2015 and 2015-2017. The horizontal 

deformation rates at the beginning of Pause 5 (2010-2013) are overall slightly larger than the deformation 

rates since 2013, with no significant variations between 2013-2015 and 2015-2017. 
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Figure 18: Radial extension relative to the volcanic vent since 1 April 2016. The reporting period (April-September 2017) is 
bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The 
background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been 
corrected. Higher energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 
2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance 
separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Figure 19: Tangential displacements relative to the volcanic vent since 1 April 2016. The reporting period (April-September 
2017) is bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. 
The background Caribbean plate velocity of was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes 
have been corrected. Higher energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 
2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The 
distance separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Figure 20: Vertical displacements observed since 1 April 2016. The reporting period (April-September 2017) is bounded by the 
two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The background Caribbean 
plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been corrected. Higher 
energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 
2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the gridlines 
corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Figure 21: Radial extension relative to the volcanic vent for Pause 5 (February 2010-September 2017). The reporting period is 
bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The 
background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been 
corrected. High energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 
2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance 
separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Figure 22: Tangential displacements relative to the volcanic vent for Pause 5 (February 2010-September 2017). The present 
reporting period is bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top 
of figure. The background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data.  Displacements due to antenna 
changes have been corrected. High energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 
October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). 
The distance separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm.  
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Figure 23: Vertical displacements for Pause 5 (February 2010- September 2017). The present reporting period is bounded by 
the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The background 
Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been corrected. 
High energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 
March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the 
gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Figure 24: Radial (top) and Vertical (bottom) displacements recorded at campaign sites during Pause 5 (February 2010- 
September 2017). The reporting period is bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent 
increases from bottom to top of figure. The background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data.  High 
energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 
2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the gridlines 
corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. See Appendix B: Additional GPS Plots for the tangential displacements. 
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Figure 25: Comparison of the radial (top) and vertical (bottom) displacements measured at nine MVO continuous GPS stations 
during Pause 3, Pause 4b and Pause 5 (solid lines) and subsequent extrusion phases (dashed lines). A 60-day low-
pass filter was applied to the data. See Appendix B: Additional GPS Plots for the tangential displacements. 
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Figure 26: Horizontal velocities observed at the MVO GPS stations. Velocities are calculated relative to the Caribbean tectonic 
plate velocity model. The velocity vectors compared are those computed for the entire Pause 5 (black), for April 
2016 – September 2017 (blue), and for the last year (red). Continuous and campaign sites are indicated with red and 
black names, respectively. Stations missing a significant amount of data have been removed for the corresponding 
period. The yellow star marks the location of the dome.  
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Figure 27: Comparison of horizontal velocities observed at the MVO GPS stations during 2010-2013, 2013-2015 and 2015-2017. 
Horizontal Velocities are calculated relative to the Caribbean tectonic plate velocity model. Continuous and 
campaign sites are indicated with red and black names, respectively. When lacking a significant amount of data over 
one of the period studied, the station is omitted. The yellow star marks the position of the dome. 
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1.3.2 Spider stations 

The deployed Spider continuous GPS stations are processed using WTYD as base station. The deformation 

recorded at MSUH (Upper Hermitage), MSS1 (Scar), and MSCP (Chance’s Peak) between their respective 

deployment in 2014 and the end of the reporting period on 30 September 2017 is presented in Figure 28, in 

parallel with the displacements recorded at one close-field (FRGR) and one far-field (GERD) station. 

Unfortunately, since May/June 2015, the data quality of MSUH and MSCP has been degrading, explaining in 

particular the step in the time-series in May 2015. These two stations have not been functioning since 

November 2015. 

None of the Spiders have shown any significant deformation since their deployment, including in relation with 

the stronger VT strings which occurred during this period. The radial and tangential displacements recorded at 

MSUH are likely related to the spiders settling down, since no similar displacements were recorded at HERM 

which is only tens of meters away. This might also be the case for MSS1, where a slow radial extension is 

observed in association with a downward displacement. 

 

1.3.3 EDM 

A map of the EDM baselines measured since Feb. 2010 is given in Figure 29 (filled black circled). EDM 

measurements provide data on the near-field deformation of the volcano. In Figure 30, the slant distances 

changes recorded over the EDM network are represented for Pause 5 and for the Apr.-Sep. 2017 time period. 

Significant displacements have been recorded since the beginning of Pause 5, in relation with strong VT strings, 

e.g. approximately 5 cm shortening in March 2012 for the SW baselines (EDBR – EDUB and EDBR - EDWR). 

During the last 6 months, a small lengthening of 0.5 cm of the baselines on the SW and NE flank of the edifice 

(EDBR-EDUB, EDBR-EDWR, EDJH-EDHE) and a shortening of 1-2 cm of the baselines on the N of the edifice 

(EDM2-EDUF, EDM2-EDGM) in July and August 2017. These signals could be related to VT strings recorded at 

the end of July (particularly 27 July 2017), and indicate pressurization of the upper system and depressurization 

more at depth. 

The EDM plots are also accompanied with horizontal baseline variations measured at several pairs of 

continuous GPS stations, across the edifice and across the island (Figure 29), for the period April-September 

2017 and for Pause 5 (Figure 31). 

During Pause 5, the step in the horizontal time-series related to the March 2012 ash venting event is clearly 

visible since all baselines shown involve close-field stations. For the baselines involving SPRI, the steps in the 

time-series observed between July and November 2016 are also clear. With this period excepted, the distance 

variations on these short baselines are minimal. The radial extension is obvious on baseline pairing the 

southern and northern stations (FRGR-NWBL) or on baseline NE-SW across the edifice such as HARR-FRGR. 

Unfortunately, during the last 6 months, it is difficult to be certain of any deformation pattern, due to the large 

scatter in the data. 
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1.3.4. Strain  

The strain data recorded at TR (Trant’s) does not show a signal related to the VT string on 27 July 2017, as 

described in Section 1.2.5 VT Strings. Although strain measurements during the entire reporting period need to 

be studied for confirmation, it is unlikely than any significant deformation was recorded in relation to the 

smaller seismic events which happened during the reporting period. 
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Figure 28: MSCP, MSS1, MSUH ‘Spider’ Stations: Radial, and vertical displacements relative to the volcanic vent since MSUH, 
MSS1 and MSCP deployment (June 2014 to September 2017). FRGR and GERD displacements are also shown. The 
distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The plate velocity has been removed from the 
data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been corrected. High energy VT strings are indicated with a grey 
line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have 
been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. See 
Appendix B: Additional GPS Plots for the tangential displacements. 
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Figure 29: Map of the EDM network (black filled circles) used at MVO during the reporting period and Pause 5 and of 
complementing baselines computed between the continuous GPS stations (black circles). See also Figure 30 and 
Figure 31. 
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Figure 30: Slant length variations (m) of the EDM baselines during the reporting period (5 upper panels) and during Pause 5 (5 
bottom panels). See Figure 1.3.12 for network map. The strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 
2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). 
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Figure 31: Horizontal length variations (m) of several pairs of cGPS stations during the reporting period (4 upper panels) and 
during Pause 5 (4 bottom panels) See Figure 29 for network map. The strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 
2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). 

 

1.4 Gas 

1.4.1 DOAS Network 

The new DOAS network has been running, primarily with one instrument at Lovers Lane, since June 2017. At 

this time, due to issues with some of the instruments, no daily SO2 fluxes are available. Data has been collected 

and will be processed once the entire network is up and running and is stable. See section 4.4 Gas 

Monitoringfor details on problems with the network. 
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1.4.2 Traverse SO2 Flux 

SO2 flux data derived from traverses is presented in Figure 32. This is the first time the MVO have been able to 

generate SO2 fluxes since the collapse of the network in October 2015. The fluxes are calculated using a 

technique and scripts obtained from Professor Mike Burton of the University Of Manchester. Unlike DOAS 

which subtracts the background spectra from the spectra containing SO2 this technique characterizes the 

physical properties of the instrument and then corrects for that. The spectra were obtained via helicopter 

traverses in most cases apart from a boat traverse performed in the initial stages. Due to the availability of the 

helicopter and weather conditions, one value per week is the highest frequency at which values can be 

generated using this method. To date, 15 SO2 flux values have been obtained and have varied from a low of 

134 t/d on May 2017 to a high of 438 t/d on August 23rd 2017 with a mean value of 233 t/d.  Due to the sparse 

data, there is no obvious trend of increasing or decreasing SO2 flux values over this period and the variations 

are not systematic, at least on this time scale. One observation per week puts limitations about what can be 

said for a dataset that we know easily varies on an hourly basis. The absence of volcanic activity also removes 

the ability to correlate the SO2 flux with other phenomena. However it can be said that SO2 flux values on the 

order of hundreds of tonnes per day suggest that the system has not shut down yet and is still viable. 
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Figure 32: Values of SO2 fluxes derived from helicopter and boat-based traverses beneath the gas plume between 1 May and 
30 September 2017. 
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1.4.3 SO2 Tubes 

MVO maintains a network of SO2 diffusion tubes across Montserrat. Figure 33 shows the average concentration 

of SO2, from tubes collected at different locations around the island. Results are calculated from three tubes 

per site, with average concentration results taken from a four week exposure time period. 

The concentrations at all the stations except that of Chance’s Peak have remained very low. The last point on 

the graph 17 August shows a slight increase at the Broderick’s station and a very clear increase at the Chance’s 

Peak station. The Chance’s Peak site is showing a reading of 254 ppb and has been the highest reading since 

that of September 2013, when the reading was 319 ppb. 

 

 

Figure 33: Monitored SO2 concentrations (ppb) between March 2010 and August 2017. 

 

The annual mean concentrations of tubes from six locations, is shown in Figure 34. The plot shows a 

comparison of SO2 concentration from six of the seven sites closest to the Soufriere Hills Volcano to that of The 

United States National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which has an annual limit of 30ppb. All stations shown 

are below the limit. Chance’s Peak, which is not shown in Figure 34, has remained above the limit. 
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Figure 34: Mean annual concentration of SO2 as recorded at 6 sites closest to the Soufriere Hills Volcano. Also shown is the 30 
ppb United States National Ambient Air Quality Standards annual limit. 

 

 

1.5 Dome Volume and Geology 

1.5.1 Dome Volume 

There has been no extrusion of lava since the end of Phase 5 on 11 February 2010. Therefore, there has been 

no increase in the dome volume. However, minor rockfall (RF) activity has continued. During the current 

reporting period, there have been no pyroclastic flows. The last recorded pyroclastic flow was on 29 September 

2012. 

 

1.5.2 Dome Morphology 

With no extrusion occurring since 11 February 2010, the lava dome has undergone very little change. 

Throughout the reporting period, few observations of the whole dome were made due to persistent cloud 

cover. However, favourable weather conditions on 6 April and 4 August 2017 permitted observation over some 

of the less frequently observed areas of the lava dome, including the summit crater. Overall, there was little 

sign of any significant change to the lava dome. Features such as the large shear lobe on the summit of the 

2006-7 lava dome show signs of continued degradation with the accumulation of large blocks and talus at their 
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base. Large fractures continue to be observed in the step cliff in the Tar River (east) flank of the dome with 

some accumulation of large (up to decametre scale) blocks at the base of the cliff. 

 

1.5.3 Rockfall Activity 

The plot in Figure 35 shows the daily and cumulative rockfall (RF) counts for the period 1 January 2015 to 30 

September 2017. The long-term trend of low rockfall activity that has existed since approximately the end of 

2010 has continued, with a total of 13 RFs detected by the seismic network during the current reporting. 

Although this reporting period covers the bulk of the rainy season on Montserrat (June to November), this is a 

comparatively low number of rockfalls in comparison to previous wet seasons. It is possible some rockfalls 

were not detected during the passage of the three hurricanes in September 2017, due to the high levels of 

noise associated with the passage of such storms. Seasonal variations in the RF count are visible in Error! 

Reference source not found., and have been reported in previous MVO activity reports. 

The rockfall activity that has been observed has been concentrated inside the 2010 collapse scar in the SW 

corner of the scar, below the SW cliff face. In addition, large blocks continue to be observed on the talus at the 

foot of the cliff in the Tar River valley, east flank of the lava dome. 

 

 

Figure 35: Daily and cumulative rockfall counts for the period 1 January 2015 to 30 September 2017. Plot shows the low 
numbers of rockfalls detected by the MVO seismic network, and the seasonal variation in activity that has been 
present since the end of extrusion in February 2010. 
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1.5.4 Fumarole Temperatures 

When weather conditions permit, fumarole temperatures are measured using a FLIR T650sc handheld thermal 

IR camera during helicopter observation flights. Thermal images are acquired of various fumaroles and gas 

vents located on and adjacent to the lava dome. The primary features imaged are located in the floor and rear 

headwall of the 2010 collapse scar and in the cliff at the head of the Tar River. Fumaroles located on the 

summit of the lava dome are also imaged, but only when there is little to no cloud on the volcano. As a result, 

weather conditions prevent images from being collected on a regular basis. Table 5 lists the dates between 1 

April and 30 September 2017 when thermal images could be collected. As shown, it is possible to go several 

weeks without being able to collect thermal images. This is particularly so during the wet season. 

The temperatures listed in Table 5 are derived from the thermal images after basic corrections for atmospheric 

temperature, relative humidity and distance from the helicopter to the fumarole are applied. There are several 

factors that affect the temperatures and the three listed previously are easily measured and accounted for. 

One factor that cannot be measured easily or accounted for is the amount of volcanic gas present in the 

atmosphere. Volcanic gases, particularly SO2, are very good at absorbing, blocking and reflecting the thermal 

infrared radiation emitted by the fumaroles that is measured by the camera. For this reason, it is only possible 

to derive reliable temperatures on days when there is little to no atmospheric cloud or visible steam plumes 

emanating from the fumaroles or when the gas plume is being blown away from the volcano. Even so, there is 

some (considerable) variation in the temperatures recorded, and this is clearly shown in values presented in 

Table 5. Despite this variation, it should be noted that some of the fumaroles remain very hot, with 

temperatures of over 400 °C. Such high temperatures have been recorded since the end of Phase 5 in February 

2010. 

 

Table 5: Maximum recorded temperatures (in °C) for various fumaroles on or near the lava dome. Temperatures are derived from
 thermal images that have been corrected for distance to fumarole, atmospheric temperature and relative humidity. Dashes
 indicate that no images were recorded of the particular feature due to local atmospheric conditions at time of survey. 

Date 
Gas 
Vent 

23 March 
crater 

Headwall 
1 

Headwall 
2 

Tar River 
Cliff 

Tar River 
Summit 

South Crater 
Outer Rim 

Summit 
Crater 

6-Apr-17 354 - 297 432 255 528 351 - 

20-Apr-17 294 - - 379 225 - - - 

31-May-17 397 - - - - - - - 

26-Jul-17 300 - - 273 - - - - 

4-Aug-17 255 - - - - 422 - 352 

 

Although the data on fumarole temperatures is sparse and there is a wide variation in temperatures recorded 

at the same feature during the reporting period (e.g., the Gas Vent), when comparing temperatures presented 

in previous reports, long-term cooling trends have become apparent in the dataset. Temperatures of the Gas 

Vent (in the floor of the 2010 collapse scar) recorded since July 2013 have shown a greater than 40% decrease. 

Other fumaroles show similar decreases since July 2013. This is discussed in Appendix C: Long-term trends in 

FLIR-derived fumarole temperatures in more detail. 

Data from the temperature logger installed in the fumarole area between Galway’s Mountain and the outer 

rim of the May 2006 dome collapse is shown in Figure 36: Temperature time series between 24 February 
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and 25 May 2017 as recorded by the temperature logger located in the Galway’s Saddle Fumarole. The 10-

minute temperature time series shows sub-daily variations and three periods of unusual temperatures: a large 

and rapid drop on 20 March 2017; a prolonged period of lower than expected temperatures between 20 April 

and 18 May; and a steady drop in temperature to -55 that indicates the gradual failure of the cable due to 

corrosion (highlighted in red).. The upper plot shows the 10-minute temperature record between 24 February 

and 26 July 2017 (the date of last data download) while the lower plot shows the daily maximum, minimum 

and average temperatures. Three periods of note in the temperature record can be identified: 

1. a significant rapid drop in temperature of 37 °C and subsequent recovery between approximately 12 

noon and 6 PM local time on 20 March 2017 (discussed in previous report); 

2. a period of lower than expected temperatures between 20 April and 18 May 2017; and  

3. a rapid decline to -55 °C after 18 May 2017. 

The cause for the reduced temperatures between 20 April and 18 May 2017 is unknown. It is not possible to 

correlate with local atmospheric conditions as no data is available (the fumaroles are located at 780 m asl, so 

data from the Windy Hill weather station is not suitable, and none is available for this period anyway) and 

there is no correlation with unusual seismic activity as none was recorded during this period. The rapid decline 

in temperature beginning on 18 May 2017 represents the gradual failure of the cable connecting the 

temperature probe to the logger due to corrosion. 

 

 

Figure 36: Temperature time series between 24 February and 25 May 2017 as recorded by the temperature logger located in 
the Galway’s Saddle Fumarole. The 10-minute temperature time series shows sub-daily variations and three periods 
of unusual temperatures: a large and rapid drop on 20 March 2017; a prolonged period of lower than expected 
temperatures between 20 April and 18 May; and a steady drop in temperature to -55 that indicates the gradual 
failure of the cable due to corrosion (highlighted in red). 
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2 Discussion of Activity and Comparison with Past Activity 

2.1 Pause in Dome Growth 

The current pause, the fifth since the onset of activity in July 1995, is now more than 91 months long.  

As with previous periods, this reporting period has been one of very low activity with no restart of lava 

extrusion or dome growth. Degradation rockfalls have become extremely rare and there have been no 

pyroclastic flows since September 2012. 

Figure 37 shows the key monitoring data (seismic counts, GPS and SO2 flux) for the Soufrière Hills Volcano from 

1995 to 30 September 2017. Figure 38 shows the same data for the period since the beginning of Pause 5 on 12 

February 2010. Although the current pause is the longest by far, the data is similar to that during the previous 

pauses; seismicity is low, island-wide radial inflation continues and SO2 fluxes measured by traverses indicate 

significant de-gassing is still ongoing. 

 

 

Figure 37: Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period 1 January 1995 – 30 September 2017. Extrusive phases and 
pauses are shown in red and green respectively. Top: Number of seismic events detected and identified by the 
seismic system. Middle: Radial displacement of cGPS stations MVO1 (red) and GERD (blue) smoothed with 7-day 
running mean filter, Black: GPS Height of HARR. Bottom: Measured daily SO2 flux, filtered with 7-day running 
median filter. Green: COSPEC, Blue: DOAS, White: Traverse data. 
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Figure 38: Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period since the end of Phase 5: 12 February 2010 – 30 September 
2017. Top: Number of seismic events detected and identified by the seismic system. Middle: Radial displacement of 
cGPS stations MVO1 (red) and GERD (blue) smoothed with 7-day running mean filter. Bottom: Daily SO2 flux 
measured by the DOAS network, filtered with 7-day running median filter, Blue: DOAS, White: Traverse data. 

 

This prolonged period of persistent low-level unrest, (i.e., continued inflation, sporadic seismicity and 

persistent de-gassing) clearly demonstrates that the magmatic system has not shut down. Thus, the potential 

for a restart remains. 

 

2.2 Dome Stability 

The lava dome at Soufrière Hills volcano remains stable despite containing heavily fractured regions, 

particularly on the east flank and inside the 2010 collapse scar, where weathering generates rockfalls. There 

have been no pyroclastic flows since September 2012 and the number of rockfall events is currently very low. 

Despite this, there is some evidence that the lava dome is capable of responding to external factors, such as 

rainfall. From the rockfall activity shown in Figure 35 and summarised by season since 2010 in Table 6, rockfall 

activity is up to 5 times more likely to occur in the wet season than in the dry season. This is a result of rain 

falling on the dome infiltrating down through cracks and fractures into the warmer interior of the dome, being 

heated up and expanding, possibly also turning to steam. This increases the pressure on loose or weak blocks 

eventually leading to rockfalls.  
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Table 6: Summary of rockfall activity and rainfall by season between 2010 and 2016. The data clearly shows seasonal variation in both 
the rockfall activity with a higher number of RFs typically occurring during the wet season. Rockfall data for 2010 does not 
include the counts during Phase 5 activity (1 January to 11 February 2010). Rainfall data is courtesy of MUL, from a rain gauge 
located at the Hope reservoir. 

Year 
Rockfalls Rainfall (mm) 

Dry Season Wet Season Total Dry Season Wet Season Total 

2010 367 481 848 349 1680 2029 

2011 139 179 318 522 1434 1955 

2012 82 151 233 466 1216 1682 

2013 21 84 105 628 1234 1863 

2014 23 22 45 514 1073 1587 

2015 5 18 23 586 685 1271 

2016 8 40 48 633 1265 1898 

 

The persistent fumaroles observed on the lava dome are further evidence for a stable dome, indicating that 

stable pathways exist in the dome and material surrounding the conduit allowing gas to escape. This suggests 

that there could be suitable pathways for magma to reach the surface, should there be a restart. Any restart of 

extrusion would likely cause significant disruption to the present dome, as suggested by the increase in rockfall 

activity and decreases in EDM lines prior to the onset of ash venting in March 2012 (see MVO OFR 12-01). 

 

2.3 Criteria for Continuation of Activity 

Since SAC 16 (November 2011), the potential for continuing activity has been considered against the following 

three criteria: 

1. Seismicity – the presence of low frequency seismic swarms and of seismic tremor 
2. Gas – daily SO2 rates above 50 tonnes per day 
3. Ground deformation – significant ground deformation 

As discussed below, Criteria 3 is currently being met. Although there is limited data from the past 11 months, it 

appears that Criteria 2 is also being met. Therefore, there is evidence that the deep plumbing system beneath 

the volcano is still active. 

 

1. The presence of swarms of low-frequency seismicity or the presence of seismic tremor indicate the potential 

for future volcanic activity. 

Low-frequency seismicity has continued to be extremely low and has been completely absent during the 

current reporting period with no low-frequency swarms or tremor observed. 

 

2. Daily SO2 rates above 50 tonnes per day indicate the potential for future volcanic activity. 

Due to instrument failure, there has been no continuous measurement of SO2 flux since October 2015. 

However, traverse measurements conducted during the reporting period have yielded values of between 

134 t/d and 438 t/d of SO2. Although the values were calculated using a different processing method than 

previous traverse data, they are still above the 50 tonnes per day nominal threshold. 
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3. Significant ground deformation indicates the potential for future volcanic activity. 

The cGPS network continues to show significant slow inflation, similar to that during previous pauses. 

 

2.4 Phases and Pauses 

Table 7 lists the phases and pauses of the eruption of the Soufrière Hills Volcano, up to 30 September 2017, 

and follows the traditional definition of a Phase as a period when lava is being extruded at the surface. 

 

Table 7: Phases and pauses of the eruption of the SHV, up to 30 September 2017. 

Phase # Start End 
Duration 

(days) 
Duration 
(months) 

Seismic 0 01-Jan-92 17-Jul-95 1294 42.5 

Phreatic  18-Jul-95 14-Nov-95 120 3.9 

Extrusion 1 15-Nov-95 10-Mar-98 847 27.8 

Pause 1 11-Mar-98 26-Nov-99 626 20.6 

Extrusion 2 27-Nov-99 01-Aug-03 1344 44.2 

Pause 2 02-Aug-03 14-Apr-05 622 20.4 

Transition  15-Apr-05 31-Jul-05 108 3.5 

Extrusion 3 01-Aug-05 20-Apr-07 628 20.6 

Pause 3 21-Apr-07 04-May-08 380 12.5 

Transition  05-May-08 07-Aug-08 95 3.1 

Extrusion 4a 08-Aug-08 08-Oct-08 62 2.0 

Pause 4a 09-Oct-08 01-Dec-08 54 1.8 

Extrusion 4b 02-Dec-08 03-Jan-09 33 1.1 

Pause 4b 04-Jan-09 04-Oct-09 274 9.0 

Transition  05-Oct-09 07-Oct-09 3 0.1 

Extrusion 5 08-Oct-09 11-Feb-10 127 4.2 

Pause 5 12-Feb-10 On going 2788* 91.6* 

* As of 30 September 2017 
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3 Hazards and Risks 

3.1 Risk Assessment 

The present lava dome, with a volume estimated at 190 Mm3 (Stinton et al., 2014), is still of considerable size. 

Since the beginning of Pause 5, only a few percent of the dome has been removed by rockfalls and pyroclastic 

flows. Consequently the dome still represents a significant hazard. 

With so little material shed from the dome over the past six months, the stability of the dome and the quantity 

of material available remains virtually identical to that discussed in SACs 17-21. Therefore, we continue to hold 

the view that little has changed with regard to the hazards and risks posed by the Soufrière Hills Volcano since 

SAC 21 (November 2016, Neuberg et al., 2017). 

 

3.2 Hazard Level System 

Due to the ongoing persistent low-level unrest, the Hazard Level has remained at Level 1 throughout the period 

under review. There have been no changes to the Hazard Level System since August 2014. 

 

3.3 Access and Visits to Zone V 

Access to Zone V is permitted only using very strict safety procedures, coordinated by DMCA with assistance 

from MVO and the Police. All groups seeking access must apply for permission in advance with a safety plan. If 

permission is granted, they are required to be in constant contact with the MVO Operations Room throughout 

their visit. Activities are normally restricted to office hours, unless special arrangements are made for the MVO 

Operations Room to be staffed. The procedures are reviewed regularly and there have been only a few 

incidents where they have been breached. 

All access to Zone V was suspended by NDPRAC on 22 September following the passage of Hurricane Maria as 

MVO could not provide adequate monitoring of the volcano; the seismic network had been reduced to three 

operational stations. The network had five operational stations by 25 September when NDPRAC was advised 

that we could provide adequate monitoring, and restricted access to Zone V was subsequently restored. 
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4 MVO Monitoring Networks 

4.1 Seismic Monitoring 

The MVO seismic network has continued to perform adequately during this reporting period. 

In September 2017 Montserrat was impacted by the passage nearby of two Category 5 hurricanes: Irma and 

Maria, which affected some stations in the MVO seismic network (see individual station details in Table 8). The 

impact of Hurricane Maria on 19-20 September was the more severe, with an extended outage of the MVO 

microwave link to Government of Montserrat Headquarters due to damage caused by a fallen mast at Silver 

Hills. Unavailability of the helicopter in the following recent week due to mechanical issues has meant that, as 

of mid-October, there are outstanding problems and outages at some seismic stations. 

Occasional, and in some cases extended, power outages have also occurred on island during this reporting 

period. The MVO generator, UPS, and acquisition systems have fared remarkably well, although loss of external 

network access during power cuts (due to problems at the Olveston repeater site) has still meant occasional 

data loss from the stations routed via Silver Hills (MBHA and MBRY) during some outages.  

A lack of functioning spare equipment has continued to impact on monitoring capacity, notably for some of the 

more proximal stations, such as MBFR and MBLG, which have suffered extended outages. This has meant a 

reduced triggering threshold, and an overreliance on the two most proximal stations, MBLY and MSS1, for 

detecting small events. 

Seismic data has also been partially supplemented by a network of temporary stations installed in collaboration 

with Glenn Thompson of the University of South Florida, primarily to monitor the injection of the geothermal 

well MON3 in December 2016 (see Section 4.2). Of these, only station MTM2 (near to the Geothermal well site 

MON2) was functional during this reporting period, and all of the temporary stations have now been retrieved. 

 

4.1.1 Software and acquisition changes 

There were no significant software changes to the main seismic acquisition and processing systems during this 

reporting period.  

Following the worldwide WannaCry ransomware attack in May 2017, which exploited a vulnerability in 

Microsoft Windows operating systems, the seismic servers were updated to protect them from attack. This 

process took several days to download and apply all the updates. There was some very minimal data loss due 

to the required reboots of the active servers. 

The temporary/interim arrangement of running the Spider acquisition from a desktop PC in the Ops Room 

(installed in March 2017) has continued due to unavailability of the required server resources. However, this 

has so far not led to any problems with the data collection and storage. 

 

4.1.2 Instrumental changes at stations 

Table 8 below lists the changes to instruments that have taken place at individual seismic stations during the 

period covered by this report, as well as specific issues that have been resolved. 
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Table 8: Summary of changes to instruments in the MVO Seismic network between April and September 2017. 

Station Date Details of changes 

MBBY 
Broderick’s Yard 

18-May-2017 
 
 
 

29-Sep-2017 
 
 

03-Oct-2017 

Station back up after outage since 04-May, due to issue with the 
cabling between instrument and breakout box. Digitiser (DB81) 
retrieved and successfully tested at MVO. Problem with E-W 
horizontal component. 
Station back up after outage since 05-Sep-2017 during Hurricane 
Irma. The repeater site at Garibaldi Hill was flooded/damaged 
during the passage of Hurricane Maria. Possible timing issue. 
No data acquired since this date. 

MBFR 
Fergus Ridge 

18-Nov-2015 No data acquired since this date. 

MBGB 
Garibaldi Hill 

15-Aug-2017 
 
 

20-Sep-2017 
 
 
 

04-Oct-2017 

Station back up after outage since 12-Aug-2017, due to a rodent 
infestation in vault causing damage to the radio. Radio replaced, 
communications restored. 
Station back up after outage since 18-Sep-2017 (shortly before 
Hurricane Maria). Further rodent damage to power and 
communications. The radio antenna pole was also blown over 
during the passage of Hurricane Maria.  
Timing error, likely due to damage to the GPS antenna cable. 
Time on the digitiser manually reset (~1s accuracy) to allow 
cursory waveform comparison with other stations. 

MBGH 
St. George’s Hill 

22-Jun-2017 
 
 

04-Jul-2017 
 
 

14-Jul-2017 
 

 
04-Oct-2017 

Spurious noise and digitiser reboots due to low power resulting 
from animal damage to solar panel cable, causing batteries to 
discharge. Batteries and cable replaced. 
Station offline from 27 June - digitiser retrieved for testing. 
Station back up after outage. The digitiser (DD44) behaved 
normally during several days of bench testing at MVO. Probable 
issue was a lightning strike to the GPS antenna, causing the unit 
to malfunction and a short/grounding on the cable. GPS antenna 
and cable replaced. 
Timing error, likely due to damage to the GPS antenna cable. 
Time on the digitiser manually reset (~1s accuracy) – to allow 
cursory waveform comparison with other stations. 

MBLG 
Long Ground 

05-Dec-2015 No data acquired since this date. 

MBHA 
Harris 

21-Sep-2017 
 
 

Station back up after outage since 19 September 2017, during 
passage of Hurricane Maria. Communications lost due to 
damage to the MVO/GoM microwave link at Silver Hills. 

MBLY 
Lee’s Yard 

19-Sep-2017 Station offline since the passage of Hurricane Maria. Exact cause 
unknown - probably either loss of radio antenna due to high 
winds or flooding of the site. 

MBRY 
Roche’s Yard 

21-Sep-2017 
 
 

06-Oct-2017 

Station back up after outage since 19 September 2017, during 
passage of Hurricane Maria. Communications were lost due to 
damage to the MVO/GoM microwave link at Silver Hills. 
No data acquired since this date. 
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Station Date Details of changes 

MBWH 
Windy Hill 

23-Aug-2017 
 
 

20-Sep-2017 

Power and communications issues due to animal damage to 
power supply cable. New cable installed, but persistent 
communications issues. 
Station back up after outage since 19 September 2017 during 
passage of Hurricane Maria. Telemetry was lost due to damage 
to electronics/radio box for the repeater site at Garibaldi Hill. 

 

4.1.3 Ongoing problems and known issues 

Seismometer mass problems 

Instrument T4344 installed at MBLY has continued to suffer from mass problems, with persistent long-period 

noise on the N-S horizontal component. Instrument T36253 at MBBY has a problem with the E-W horizontal 

component. 

 

Spiders 

Station MSMX (that was deployed in Molyneux, close the Belham Valley as part of the temporary deployment 

to monitor injection at the Geothermal well site MON3) suffered an outage between 27-Jun-2017 and 05-Jul-

2017. This was due to vegetation overgrowing the solar panels and causing the batteries to discharge. It has 

also been affected by communication issues since the end of August. 

MSS1 in the collapse scar has functioned well, operating more or less continuously throughout this reporting 

period with no major problems.  

MSUH at Upper Hermitage has not operated at all during this reporting period. 

 

Telemetry issues 

Several stations have continued to be affected by telemetry and communications problems during this 

reporting period. Stations on the Eastern side of the island in particular (MBHA and MBRY) as well as MBBY and 

the SPIDERs have suffered most often with data gaps. Even small data gaps can have a knock-on effect in terms 

of event triggering in earthworm, especially for more proximal stations (e.g. MBFR or MBLG).  

 

4.1.4 Future developments 

Short term goals 

The first goal is to fix the problems arising from the passage of Hurricanes Irma and Maria, and restore 

communications with all of the affected stations. The other main issues currently affecting the performance of 

the network are telemetry problems and a lack of functioning spare seismometers and digitisers to replace 

those with mass problems or other issues. Several instruments and digitisers are still awaiting return to Guralp 

for repair. This would help, in the short-term, to resolve the instrument mass problems at some stations and 

alleviate pressure on resources, particularly with the current outages to important proximal stations such as 

MBFR and MBLG. In the slightly longer term, issues such as this should shortly be solved by the planned seismic 

network upgrade which will provide much greater spare capacity. 
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Spiders 

Another more immediate short-term goal is to try and retrieve and/or repair the non-functioning Spider at 

MSUH, and also to deploy one of remaining instruments, with the site at Galway’s including a tiltmeter being 

the priority; although the timing of this is heavily dependent on favourable weather conditions and helicopter 

availability which has yet to occur. 

The acquisition software for the data from the Spiders is also planned to be moved from its current temporary 

position on a desktop PC in the Ops room and migrated over to a dedicated virtual server as soon as this 

resource is made available. 

 

Longer term plans 

In their proposal to manage MVO in 2008, SRC and IPGP suggested that the seismic monitoring system should 

be reviewed before the end of the first five-year contract (April 2013). The recommendations from this review 

formed part of the proposal submitted for the renewal of the current MVO management contract. This report 

was completed and formed part of the new MVO management contract which was finally signed in September 

2016. We are still awaiting final costings for instruments and additional telemetry and hardware, but the 

equipment for the upgrade should be ordered soon. 

The proposals include: 

 Standardising equipment and installations, including instrument periods and gains etc to allow ease of 

swapping between sites. 

 Replacing older/broken equipment and increasing stock of spare parts. 

 Upgrading vertical short-period stations to broadband where possible. Hopefully, depending on cost, to 

include at least one 120s ultra-broadband instrument for detection of VLP signals. 

 Installation of two new broadband stations at South Soufriere (collocated with cGPS), and Jack Boy Hill 

(re-occupying existing site) 

 Establishing several new near-dome stations to help with depth constraints and detection of smaller 

magnitude events. Candidate sites are Hermitage, Galway’s and Gages Mountain. The quality and 

usefulness of data from the additional Spiders that have been or are planned to be deployed in similar 

locations to these may influence the decision on final locations and whether permanent stations in 

such locations are necessary or desirable. Current research into the impact of near field stations on the 

precision of located earthquake depths suggested proximal sites have an important positive effect on 

the quality of the hypocentres. 

 Integration of two SRC-funded stations (at sites in the north of Montserrat/Silver Hills and Redonda). 

Instrumentation and equipment for these sites has been ordered and deployment is expected to take 

place within the next few months. 

 Minor revisions and upgrades to software and some computer hardware, particularly the seismic 

display machine(s) and Seismic analysis PCs. 
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rticularly at MTAC and MTM2 situated close to the Cork Hill road. 

 

Figure 39: Waveforms of a VT earthquake recorded by the temporary stations on 7 December 2016. The left-hand panel 
compares the vertical components from all stations and the right-hand panel shows the 3 components from the 
temporary stations. 

 

4.3 Ground Deformation Monitoring  

4.3.1 Continuous GPS (cGPS) 

Beside HERM, several other sites (eg GERD) have recurrent power-related issues, causing degradation of data 

(and daily position) and sometimes total loss of data. Solar panels and batteries have been ordered to replace 

the defective ones. 

New antennas and receivers are planned to be purchased by the end of the year in order to replace SGH1 

receiver which failed, the 6 NetRS receivers still in place which are not serviced by Trimble anymore, and 

provide some spare equipment. 

Telemetric access of the MVO cGPS stations has been poor throughout the reporting period for many stations, 

in particular HERM, and the data download had to be done manually (from MVO) almost daily.  

In addition of being incorporated in the MVO daily processing, data gathered at the UNAVCO- and NASA-

funded sites (RDON, NWBL, RCHY), and at the four stations operated by the CALIPSO project (AIRS, GERD, 

OLVN, TRNT) are being transferred daily to the UNAVCO FTP site, where they are made publicly available. 

There have been delays for the data transfer of the CALIPSO stations, typically up to one-two weeks, 
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particularly for TRNT. A UNAVCO engineer will visit Montserrat in November 2017 in order to update the sites 

and install a satellite internet connection. 

 

Table 9: A summary of the issues and problems with the cGPS network between 1 April and 30 September 2017. 

STATION ISSUE / DATA LOSS TIME-PERIOD 

SGH1 
The site, off since 2015, was fixed in November 2016, the receiver and other electronic 
equipment being installed inside a building. However, the receiver failed shortly after and 
the site has been off since then, waiting for a replacement receiver. 

MVO1 

Issues with the antenna and antenna mount, rotten, caused degradation of data since 2 
August 2017. The landowner wishes to have the instrumentation removed from his 
property and as a result MVO1 is now discontinued. A new site will be built, at a similar 
distance from the dome to that of MVO1 if possible. 

SSOU The receiver does not log anymore. Site is off, until the receiver can be replaced 

HERM 
Recurrent power-related issues, causing the receiver to switch off and loss of data between 
14-24 Jan 2017, 1-10 Feb 2017, 23 June-4 July. 

SPRI 
Cannot connect to the station since 17 September. Tt has not been possible to visit the site 
yet to identify the issue. 

RCHY 
Antenna issue (tracking satellites) caused loss of data between 25 November and 31 
December 2017 and 8–23 January 2017. Since 30 August 2017, RCHY is not present on the 
UNAVCO server and it has not been possible to go on site to identify the issue. 

RDON 
Site off since 26 September 2017 (the issue is not identified yet as it has not yet been 
possible to go to RDON at the date of writing). 

TRNT Solar panel disconnected cause the loss of data between 5-29 January 2017. 

ANTG 
Impossible to connect to this station (not serviced by MVO although used in processing) 
since 23 August 2017. 

 

4.3.2 Campaign GPS (eGPS) 

Eight benchmarks are being occupied episodically, for a week approximately every second month. A short 

threaded rod was installed at four stations (North White River, Long Ground, Dry Ghaut, Bransby point) to 

facilitate deployment and improve data accuracy. No changes to the eGPS network have been made during the 

reporting period. 

One NetR9 receiver has been borrowed from SRC to replace the NetRS receivers which failed in December 

2014. The campaign measurements have been resumed on 5 May 2016. 

 

4.3.3 GPS Archiving and Processing 

After being downloaded, raw data are converted with the UNAVCO teqc utility into Rinex format, to be 

processed using the GAMIT/GLOBK software suite. A series of MATLAB scripts then read the GAMIT/GLOBK 

output; apply correction and remove a common ‘tectonic’ trend; rotate each station time-series into a radial, 

tangential and vertical local coordinate frame centered on the volcanic vent; and produce plots such as those 

present in this report (e.g. Figure 18). 
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4.3.4 EDM 

There were no changes in the EDM network monitoring the volcanic activity during the reporting period.  

Due to a tree obscuring the view of the reflector, it was impossible to take measurements on the NE baseline 

EDJH-EDHE, which is in normal times difficult to measure due to its length (~5 km), explaining why no 

measurements were taken since 2015. However, the problematic tree fell during Hurricane Maria and 

measurements have been resumed mid-September 2017. 

 

4.3.5 Tilt 

MVO currently has no operational tiltmeters. It is planned to deploy one tiltmeter with the SPIDER on Galways 

Mountain, which is proving very difficult to access due to weather and logistical problems. MVO has two other 

tiltmeters than can be deployed at seismic stations. The deployment of these will be considered in the seismic 

upgrade scheduled for 2018. 

 

4.3.6 Strain  

Strain data are measured at the four CALIPSO stations (OLVN, AIRS, TRNT, GERD) and are transferred to the 

UNAVCO FTP site, and to the MVO. A significant amount of data is at the moment missing, and TR has lost GPS 

lock since July 2016, causing timing delays. A visiting engineer from UNAVCO in November 2017 will help solve 

these issues. 

 

4.3.7 Spider stations: single-frequency GPS, EDM and tiltmeter 

In June and December 2014, in collaboration with the USGS, three additional continuous GPS stations, so-called 

‘spiders’, have been deployed close to the scar (MSS1 and MSUH), and on Chance’s Peak (MSCP).  

The spiders have been recording and transferring data daily since deployment. During the reporting period, 

there have been issues with MSUH and MSCP, with deteriorated data or no data at all, since 28 November 

2015 and 2 October 2015, for MSUH and MSCP respectively. 

Like for the other GPS stations, the raw data are converted into rinex format using the teqc utility. At the 

moment the Spiders are processed using WTYD as a base station with the rtklib freeware. However they will be 

in the future processed using GAMIT/GLOBK in combination with the rest of the network, although through a 

more complex procedure, due to having a different type of receiver. 

In March 2017, the Spider processing computer crashed which caused loss of data between 29 March and 6 

April 2017, when all scripts were recovered.  

Finally, it is expected that, once the equipment is available and the weather allows, a tilt-meter should be 

installed with the Galways spider station. 
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4.4 Gas Monitoring 

A NOVAC scanning network was installed in late June of 2017 in collaboration with INGV Palermo. The 

instruments were installed at the same locations as the previous network (Lovers Lane and Brodericks). The 

instruments in the new network are USB2000+ spectrometers, which have been owned by the MVO for some 

time now. Three instruments were ordered and delivered; the plan was to have two operational with one spare 

in case of a malfunction. Two of the instruments were installed and set running. To date only one of the 

instruments (the one at Lovers Lane) is operational. The firmware on the spectrometers is incompatible with 

the software that is being used. The spectrometers and onboard computers were sent back to Sweden so that 

the firmware can be updated and tested. We anticipate that MVO will have an SO2 network with two 

operational instruments by the end of November 2017. 

 

4.5 Dome Volume 

Two methods are employed for monitoring dome growth and geologic mapping: aerial photogrammetry and 

the AVTIS3 radar instrument.  

Upgrading the aerial photogrammetry system has been completed. The new equipment consists of a Sony 

a6000 mirrorless camera and a 20 mm f/2.8 lens and wireless remote control housed in a pelican hardcase that 

is attached to the underside of the MVO helicopter using RAM brand suction cup mounts. This setup enables 

MVO to collect high resolution aerial photographs over a wide areas efficiently. High resolution (2-10 m grid 

spacing) digital elevation models (DEMs) and geo-located orthophotos can be derived from the initial 

photographs using the structure-from-motion software AgiSoft Photoscan Professional. This kit will be used to 

generate new and update existing deposit and geomorphological maps and DEMs of the volcano. 

The AVTIS3 radar instrument is currently non-operational, with both the radar instrument and the remote PC 

used to control it in storage at MVO. This is due in part to the passage of Hurricanes Irma, Jose and Maria in 

September 2017 and to the long-term issues described in the previous report. In addition, when redeploying 

AVTIS following Hurricane Maria, it was found that the power regulators had failed. The regulators ensure the 

batteries receive and maintain sufficient charge from the solar panels. Replacement regulators have been 

purchased and should be installed soon. 

 

4.5 Fumarole Temperature Monitoring 

Following installation in March 2017 of a continuous temperature logger in a fumarole area between Galway’s 

Mountain and the May 2006 dome collapse scar, several visits were made to the site to download data. 

Unfortunately, data downloaded during a visit on 26 July 2017 revealed no temperatures had been recorded 

since 26 May 2017. Inspection of the temperature probe cable revealed that it had failed as a result of the 

highly corrosive environment. Both the temperature probe and the data logger were removed from the site 

and returned to MVO. Due to poor weather conditions, it has not been possible to install the remaining spare 

temperature probe. Research into identifying a temperature probe and cable more suitable for the harsh 

environment is underway. 
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4.6 Remote Cameras 

Currently, MVO has only one remote camera in operation, located at Harris Lookout, in addition to a camera at 

MVO. The camera previously at Garibaldi Hill that failed in July 2016 has not been replaced.  

Despite issues with the housing and the digisnap controllers, the Harbortronics Time-lapse camera kit installed 

at Harris Lookout has continued to acquire images. In July 2017, the kit was pulled from the field due to major 

issues with water entering the housing. This housing had been in the field, at Jack Boy Hill and Harris Lookout, 

since December 2009 and was now showing significant signs of wear and tear, including degradation of the 

rubber seal around the inside of the housing door. When transferring the kit to a spare housing, a series of 

issues concerning communicating with and programming the Digisnap controller were found that could only be 

fixed by returning it to Harbortronics (the manufacturer) for repairs and firmware updates. The camera was 

redeployed to Harris Lookout in late September 2017. Prior to redeployment, a new acquisition schedule was 

programmed into the Digisnap controller, with photographs acquired every 15 minutes between 06:00 and 

18:00, and every 30 mins between 18:00 and 06:00. This is a change to the previous schedule which was a 

photo every 15 minutes, starting when the controller was powered up. This new schedule will ensure photos 

are always taken at the same time. The Digisnap will also power down for 10 seconds every night after 

midnight to stop the random freezes that were occurring. 

The StarDot IP Camera remains mounted to the external wall at MVO. This camera continues to provide a live 

feed to MVO, with still images captured every 15 minutes and continuous video recording capabilities. All this 

occurs for images during daylight hours only. 

With only two cameras in operation, coverage of the volcano is limited. Research is underway into new 

cameras that will replace existing network cameras and expand the network to have cameras at other locations 

on the south and northeast sides of the volcano. 

 

4.7 Thermal Cameras 

At present, MVO has only one operational thermal IR camera, a handheld FLIR T650sc which is used during 

observation flights. The fixed thermal camera at MVO failed during Hurricane Maria on 19 September 2017 as a 

result of water entering the housing causing an electrical short. This camera is not repairable and research is 

underway to identify a suitable replacement. The fixed thermal camera and associated hardware and software 

was originally purchased from the University of Florentine, Italy. A commercially available, off-the-shelf setup is 

the most likely suitable replacement. 

 

4.8 Remote Sensing Data 

Due to the lack of surface activity at SHV, there has been no acquisition of satellite imagery.  

 

4.9 Infrasonic Monitoring 

There have been no changes to the MVO infrasonic network during this reporting period.  
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The infrasound array around MVO operated by the University of Florence has been inoperative since it was 

damaged by a lightning strike on 17 September 2011. MVO is still waiting for a visit by staff from the University 

of Florence to repair and/or replace the instruments, although the current status is unknown. 

MVO still operates and maintains its own network of four infrasound sensors at the following seismic stations: 

MBFL (Flemmings), MBGB (Garibaldi Hill), MBGH (St. George’s Hill) and MBLG (Long Ground). An upgrade of 

the infrasound monitoring system is planned as part of the upcoming seismic upgrade, potentially with sensors 

installed at each seismic station using extra digitiser channels. Instrumentation options and advice were 

recently provided in discussions with staff at GNS, New Zealand, during P. Williams visit to GNS in March 2017. 

 

4.10 WEBOBS 

The WEBOBS site continues to function adequately as the main portal to MVO monitoring data. MVO now 

maintains this installation of WEBOBS without support from IPGP.  There have been occasional performance 

issues with the WEBOBS desktop PC, often associated with network connectivity. The WEBOBS system is 

planned to be migrated to a dedicated virtual server to enhance performance and reliability of this critical 

resource as soon as this resource is made available. 

 

4.11 COMPUTING INFRASTUCTURE 

MVO are working with GOM and the local telecommunications provider to install a fibre-optic link to MVO. 

Hurricane Maria demonstrated the vulnerabilities of the existing microwave links and the installation of the 

fire-optic link was subsequently prioritised. The microwave link will be kept as a back up.  
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5 MVO Operations 

5.1 Staffing 

The Software Engineer position has not yet been filled. This position will be discussed by the MVO Main Board 

before the end of the year and should be advertised shortly afterwards. 

Mr Oswen Carty is now employed on a short-term contract with UWI as a Technical Assistant. He is working on 

reorganising the MVO Rock Store as well as assisting scientific and technical staff. 

Dr Victoria Miller has been appointed to the post of Research Fellow and will join MVO staff in early October. 

Khalah Ryan and Kenisha Trotman, students at Montserrat Secondary School, attended MVO for their work 
experience during July 2017. 
 
Carlisle ‘Pyiko’ Williams, MVO’s Instrumentation Engineer, was appointed as Acting Director of DMCA on 1 June 
2017. This is a temporary secondment and is expected to last until the end of 2017. 
 
 
 

5.2 Staff Training, Visits and Conferences 

Mr Roderick Stewart spent two weeks in July/August visiting MTA, Istanbul, Turkey to provide advice on 

monitoring two Turkish volcanoes. This work was organised by Prof Steve Sparks, University of Bristol. 

Dr Karan Pascal attended IAVCEI 2017 in August. 

 

5.3 Education and Outreach 

Effort have been made to re-invigorate interest at Montserrat Community College in an international school 

seismology programme. SRC manages such a programme in Trinidad that would pair well with a Montserrat-

based programme, once this is started. The educational seismometer that was donated to MCC several years 

ago has been retrieved from the school and repaired. It is ready for re-installation. With the recent resignation 

of the principal of MCC, we have decided to wait for the appointment of a new principal to resume planning of 

the programme. 

 

5.4 Helicopter 

Helicopter support continues to be provided once per week by Caribbean Helicopters, Antigua.  

The current contract has been extended to 1 April 2018 and a competitive-tendering process is being followed 

to secure a new multi-year contract. 
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5.5 Volunteers / PhD students / Visitors 

There were several visits to MVO by staff and students from SRC, Trinidad.  

Three separate outreach staff members worked at MVO to provide cover for the Education and Outreach 

Coordinator while she was on extended leave over the summer. They carried forward the annual outreach 

initiatives such as the Creative Writing Competition.  

SRC engineering staff visited MVO to assist in the deployment of new gas monitoring equipment. 

Yadava Persad worked at MVO for a period of two months in the summer as part of the SRC CORE Inren 

programme. He spent this period looking at the patterns in RSAM seismic data prior to explosions. 

 

 

5.6 Collaboration and External Projects 

Dr David Macfarlane (University of St Andrews) visited MVO from 10-17 September to install new parts in the 

AVTIS radar unit, update the software in the control PC and install a disdrometer, datalogger and telemetry. 

Drs David McFarlane and Duncan Robertson (University of St Andrews) have been award a small grant to 

develop and implement a rainfall mapping capability in the AVTIS radar. This will begin in December 2017 or 

January 2018 in collaboration with Dr Adam Stinton at MVO. 

On-going collaborations for K.Pascal: 

 With Pr. J.Neuberg and Dr. A. Collinson (University of Leeds, UK): modelling of alternative source of 

deformation (tectonic, second boiling) which could contribute to the Montserrat deformation field 

 With Dr. K. Palamartchouk (University of Newcastle, UK): combined processing of Spider single-

frequency data and MVO dual frequency data 

 With Dr J. Hickey (University of Exeter, UK) and Dr H.Odbert: modelling of the deformation induced by 

loading/unloading of the edifice. 

 With Dr. Graham Ryan (University of the West Indies, T&T) and Dr. Ian Hemmling (GNS, New Zealand): 

Integration of InSAR (ALOS, ALOS2) data and of the GPS data on Montserrat. 

 With Prof. Guy Nason, Dr Sourav Nason (University of Bristol, UK), Dr Henry Odbert, Dr Patrick Smith 

(MVO): investigating patterns of non-stationarity in volcanological time series 

 With Dr Peng Fang (University of California, USA ) and Prof M. Bevis (University of Ohio, USA): 

reprocessing of 1998-2016 continuous GPS timeseries, modeling and correction of the transient and 

seasonal variations at SHV, to improve the deformation monitoring methods and the comparison of 

the deformation rates throughout the eruption 
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5.7 MVO Archive 

MVO continue to collect material for the MVO Archive. The next step is to design and construct a database and 

web portal that will allow access to the database. 

 

5.8 MVO Website 

A new MVO website is currently being built on the Wordpress platform. The launch has been delayed because 

of the Software Engineer vacancy.   
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Appendix A: Trends in VT earthquake depths since Phase 5 – 
Common Phase Method 

A1 Introduction 

This investigation was prompted by the observation that VT hypocentres at SHV appear to show a trend of 

increasing depth over the last few years. This was reported extensively in the last few MVO activity reports, 

and this section serves as an update to the previous analysis now that an additional few months of data are 

available. It also includes new analysis through relocation of a subset of earthquakes using a common set of 

stations and phases to try and eliminate and rule out any network bias effects in the dataset. 

 

A2 Data analysis 

Figure A1 shows a plot of the depths of VTs recorded since Phase 5 (updated to October 2017), with the right-

hand panel zooming in to the period since March 2012. Despite some scatter in the data, there appears to be a 

general trend of shallowing VT depths from February 2010 until March 2012, followed by increasing VT depths 

with time since March 2012 (vertical dashed black line), getting deeper by around 1km over this period. This 

trend is observed more clearly in the mean and median filtered moving average plots in Figure A1, which show 

the depths filtered with a sliding 50-day time window. 

 

 

Figure A1: Updated plot of VT hypocentral depths vs time. Left hand panel shows post-Phase 5, right-hand panel 
shows post-March 2012. Black dashed vertical line represents the large magnitude VT string on 23 
March 2012, red dashed vertical line marks the introduction of the SPIDERS to the MVO seismic network. 
Top plot shows the hypocenter depths, followed by: the error in the depth, the number of station (P-
wave) picks used for the location, a 50-day moving average filter of the depths, minimum and maximum 
depths in a sliding 50-day window and finally the bottom plot shows the 50-day standard deviation of 
the depths. 
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In order to assess how robust this trend is, and whether it is an artefact of either the location process or 

network bias, Figure A1 also shows the error in the depth (as given by the output of the HYPOCENTER program) 

and the number of station picks (P-waves) used in obtaining the location.   

 

A2.1 Common station/phase method 

As the MVO seismic network has not remained constant over time, for example due to new station outages or 

the introduction of the Spiders, some scatter may have been introduced into the locations as different 

combinations of stations were used in the hypocentral solutions. In order to try and reduce any impact of this 

network bias, an approach that uses a common set of phase-picks from a fixed set of stations (e.g. Lahr, 1992) 

was employed on the VT earthquake catalogue. 

First, a subset of earthquakes was identified by analysis of the phases used in determining each hypocentral 

location. Figure A2 shows the fraction of VT events that include P-wave and S-wave phases in their solutions, 

for each station in the MVO network. Focussing only on events since Phase 5 (after 11 February 2010), and 

using cut-off values of 0.8 (for P) and 0.6 (for S) found 352 earthquakes containing a common set of phase 

picks. The criteria used were: P-phases at 6 stations: MBBY, MBFL, MBGH, MBLY, MBRY and MBWH, and S-

phases at 4 stations: MBBY, MBLY, MBRY, MBWH. This choice was a trade-off between the number of events in 

the subset whilst having enough phases to calculate robust locations. 

 

 

Figure A2: Fraction of VT earthquakes that possess P-wave (left) and S-wave (right) picks for each seismic station in the MVO 
network. The upper two panels show fractions calculated using all VT earthquakes from SHV and the lower panels 
for earthquakes since Phase 5 only. Using this plot, cut-off fractions of 0.8 for P-waves and 0.6 for S-waves, were 
chosen to select earthquakes for relocation using a common set of stations. 
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Once the subset of earthquakes with common phases was identified, the hypocenters were relocated using 

only this set of phase picks. This was done using the same location program within SEISAN (HYPOCENTER), and 

using the exactly the same 1-D velocity model as used for the original MVO catalogue. The results are shown in 

Figure A3 and Figure A4which compare the relocated depths to the original catalogue locations, with 50-day 

moving averages and the associated uncertainties. 

 

 

Figure A3: Depth of VT earthquakes with time since Phase 5. A subset of 352 earthquakes were selected for relocation with a 
common set of station picks. Relocated hypocenters using only these stations are shown in blue, while original MVO 
catalogue hypocenters are shown in red. 50-day moving averages are also plotted. 
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Figure A4: Depth of VT earthquakes with time since Phase 5, with error bars indicating the uncertainty. A subset of 
earthquakes was selected for relocation with a common set of station picks. Relocated hypocenters using only these 
stations are shown in blue, while original MVO catalogue hypocenters are shown in red. 

 

A3 Results 

The results show very little difference between the relocated and original hypocentre depths, with the overall 

trend consistent between both. There is perhaps a suggestion that the relocated hypocenters (in blue) are 

slightly shallower – particularly in the last 2 years – but the difference is minimal. The error bars in Figure A4 

also show that in general there is a larger uncertainty associated with the relocated results, although this is not 

surprising given that in general they will contain fewer phase picks as additional stations are excluded from the 

solutions. 

It should also be kept in mind that this process of selecting a subset has in itself introduced a bias, as it is more 

likely to be larger events that possess clear arrivals at each of the stations used. Despite this, the results are 

encouraging and provide further evidence that the observed changes in hypocenter depths with time are real, 

and not the result of network bias. 

This strongly suggests that further work is now needed to explore possible physical mechanisms and models to 

explain this observation, as this result may be significant when considered in the wider context of the eruption 

and possible future behaviour at SHV. 
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Appendix B: Additional GPS Plots 

 

Figure B1: Tangential displacements recorded at campaign sites during Pause 5 (Feb. 2010- Sep 2017). The reporting period is 
bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure.  The 
background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. High energy VT strings are indicated with a grey 
line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have 
been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. The 
distance separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. See Figure 25 for radial and vertical 
components. 

 

Figure B2: Comparison of the tangential displacements measured at nine MVO continuous GPS stations during Pause 3, Pause 
4b and Pause 5 (solid lines) and subsequent extrusion phases (dashed lines). A 60-day low-pass filter was applied to 
the data. See also Figure 24 for radial and vertical displacements. 
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Figure B3: Radial extension relative to the volcanic vent observed since January 1998. The reporting period (April–September 
2017) is bounded by the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. 
The background Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have 
been corrected. Higher energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 
9 July 2011, 22 March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance 
separating the gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm.  
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Figure B4: Tangential displacements observed since January 1998. The reporting period (April–September 2017) is bounded by 
the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The background 
Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been corrected. 
Higher energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 
March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the 
gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm.  
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Figure B5: Vertical displacements observed since January 1998. The reporting period (April–September 2017) is bounded by 
the two blue lines. The distance station-volcanic vent increases from bottom to top of figure. The background 
Caribbean plate velocity was removed from the data. Displacements due to antenna changes have been corrected. 
Higher energy VT strings are indicated with a grey line, and the strongest events (27 October 2010, 9 July 2011, 22 
March 2012, 8 March 2014, and 27 July 2017) have been highlighted (red dashed line). The distance separating the 
gridlines corresponds to a displacement of 1 cm. 
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Appendix C: Long-term trends in FLIR-derived fumarole 
temperatures 

 

C1. Introduction 

Since 2013, MVO has collected thermal imagery of various fumaroles, gas vents and other thermal features on 

and around the lava dome. The purpose of this is to look for changes in the temperature and behaviour of the 

fumaroles that, for example, may be a precursor to renewed extrusion. 

This appendix describes the acquisition and processing procedures for the thermal images and discusses 

observed long-term trends in the temperature data between July 2013 and September 2017. 

 

C2. Data Acquisition and Processing 

Thermal images of the fumaroles and other thermal features on and adjacent to the lava dome have been 

collected using a FLIR T650sc thermal camera since July 2013. Images are acquired from a helicopter. 

Many fumaroles and thermal features are present on or adjacent to the lava dome. Acquisition of images has 

concentrated on several fumaroles due to their longevity and ease of imaging from the helicopter. These 

features include the Gas Vent in the floor of the 2010 collapse scar; two distinct fumaroles in the rear wall of 

the 2010 collapse scar and a large fumarole area at the base of the cliff in the 2006-7 dome at the head of the 

Tar River. In addition, when weather conditions permit, images are acquired of fumaroles inside the explosion 

crater in the summit of the lava dome, and a large fumarole located adjacent to the shear lobe at the summit 

of the 2006-07 dome. Figure C1 shows the locations of all fumaroles for which temperature data has been 

collected. 

The amount of thermal IR radiation recorded by the FLIR camera (and therefore the temperature derived from 

the data) is affected by a number of variables including: air temperature; relative humidity; wind speed; the 

presence of clouds and gas plumes; and the distance between the camera and feature being imaged. 

Parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity and distance to feature are easily measured and can be 

used to correct the initial data. All temperatures presented below include corrections for air temperature, 

relative humidity and distance to feature. It should be noted that it is assumed that both the air temperature 

and relative humidity measured either on the exterior of the helicopter or taken from one of the MVO weather 

stations is consistent for the entire field of view. 

In order to maximise both the quality of the image and the temperature data, images are only acquired when 

there is little to no cloud or gas present in the field of view as it is not possible to correct for the effect they 

have on the amount of Thermal IR radiation measured by the camera. Multiple images are acquired of the 

same feature during each observation flight. Any images that are blurry or contain too much cloud are 

discarded. Figure C2 shows a typical thermal image of the Gas Vent, (in the floor of the 2010 collapse scar) and 

the corresponding digital photograph, which is acquired simultaneously by the thermal camera. 
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Figure C1: Map of the SHV lava dome showing the location of the fumaroles imaged by thermal camera and for which 
temperature data exist. 

 

 

Figure C2: Comparison of typical thermal image (left) and digital photograph (right) of the gas vent in the floor of the 2010 
Collapse Scar. Images acquired simultaneously (but with slight parallax offset) on 5 September 2013. 
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C3. Results 

Table C10 lists the temperatures of all fumaroles for which thermal imagery exists, while Error! Reference 

source not found. is a graphical representation of the same data. All the temperatures presented in Table C1 

are in °C and are the maximum recorded temperature from multiple images of the same fumarole taken on the 

same date. Basic corrections for air temperature, relative humidity and distance to feature from helicopter 

have been applied. 

While thermal images have been collected since February 2010, no temperature data exists prior to July 2013 

as an older thermal camera was used, for which there was no reliable software to process the imagery. 

 

Table C10: Temperatures for selected fumaroles in and around the lava dome derived from thermal imagery acquired using the 
FLIR T650sc handheld camera between July 2013 and September 2017. All the temperatures presented are in °C and have 
been corrected for air temperature, relative humidity and distance to feature from camera. Empty cells indicate no 
temperatures measured due to blurred images, technical issues or poor weather conditions. 

Date 
Gas 
Vent 

23 March 
Crater 

Headwall 
1 

Headwall 
2 

Tar 
River 
Cliff 

Tar 
River 

Summit 

South 
Crater 

Outer Rim 

Summit 
Crater 

31-Jul-13 544 73 585 393 426    

15-Aug-13 584 74 573 499 338    

29-Aug-13 483        

5-Sep-13 480        

12-Sep-13 531 79       

19-Sep-13 401        

3-Oct-13 562 79 572  245    

17-Oct-13 518  520 385 220    

7-Nov-13  69       

22-Nov-13 532 83 533 442 270    

17-Dec-13 473 65 454  217    

14-Jan-14 478 75 515 371   334 340 

28-Jan-14 479 57   345    

25-Feb-14 395 70 494 272 233    

11-Mar-14 580 80 601   619   

12-Mar-14 574    429    

19-Mar-14 479  355 315     

25-Mar-14 533 63 441 271 389    

3-Apr-14 533  511 450 307    

24-Apr-14 406        

7-May-14 449 75       

28-Oct-14 400  396      

3-Nov-14 413    237    

17-Nov-14 363        

26-Jan-15 260 57       

25-Feb-15 362        
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Date 
Gas 
Vent 

23 March 
Crater 

Headwall 
1 

Headwall 
2 

Tar 
River 
Cliff 

Tar 
River 

Summit 

South 
Crater 

Outer Rim 

Summit 
Crater 

3-Mar-15 427  340 438 302    

23-Mar-15 280 54 313 399 210    

31-Mar-15 413 71   212 568   

8-Apr-15 370 58       

20-Apr-15 358        

13-May-15 232    303    

27-May-15 428  343 503 189    

4-Jun-15 430        

2-Sep-15 465  427  255    

23-Sep-15 391    314    

30-Sep-15 392  372 291  452  527 

28-Oct-15 418    262    

12-Nov-15 391  454 333 238    

9-Dec-15 260        

18-Dec-15 404 58 319 390 181    

20-Jan-16 395 63 106 131 191    

27-Jan-16 383 55 311 411 223    

3-Feb-16 256 65 335 280 207    

11-May-16 331        

25-May-16 298  297 329 372    

16-Jun-16 269 55   259    

23-Jun-16 218 50       

18-Aug-16 285        

26-Aug-16 422        

21-Sep-16 295  356 455     

5-Oct-16      432  331 

26-Oct-16 446 66 293  440    

18-Nov-16 344    242    

29-Nov-16 330 55 298 439 248 401 238  

29-Dec-16 256    162    

13-Jan-17 306 59 274 353 284    

20-Jan-17      577 286  

10-Feb-17 300  217 215 192    

14-Feb-17 388  317 442 254    

21-Mar-17 373    193    

6-Apr-17 354  297 432 255 528 351  

20-Apr-17 294   379 225    

31-May-17 397        

26-Jul-17 300   273     

4-Aug-17 255     422  352 
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Figure C3: Graphs showing the temperatures of all regularly imaged fumaroles (upper panel) and those from just the Gas Vent 
in the 2010 collapse scar (lower panel) as derived from thermal images. 
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C4. Discussion 

From the data presented in Table C10 and Figure C3, it is clear that the first fumarole temperatures measured 

by the T650sc FLIR camera in July 2013 were high, with two in excess of 500°C. Despite wide variation in the 

temperatures, partly due to the local atmospheric conditions at the time of image acquisition, it is evident that 

there has been some cooling in all of the fumaroles imaged since then. The clearest cooling trend is exhibited 

by the Gas Vent, for which the most temperature data exists (lower plot in Figure 3). Temperatures for this 

fumarole have decreased from more than 584°C in August 2013 to 250-300°C in September 2017. This is a 

decrease of at least 284°C or 49% in nearly four years. A similar trend is also observed for the Headwall 1 

fumarole that shows a decrease of 288°C (49%) and the Tar River cliff fumarole that shows a 171°C (40%) 

decrease. Even the coolest of the fumaroles listed in Table 1 shows a cooling trend with the 23 March crater 

decreasing by 14°C or 20%. 

Further evidence to support cooling of the fumaroles on the lava dome is found in the amount of 

incandescence recorded by long-exposure night-time photographs. During clear weather, the remote camera 

at Harris Lookout captures incandescence from fumaroles located in the rear wall of the 2010 collapse scar. 

Due to the camera settings (longest exposure at night is 30 seconds), typically only one or two incandescent 

features are captured. These images are supplemented by photographs acquired from MVO observation on an 

ad-hoc basis. On the evening of 22 January 2017, a long-exposure photograph of the lava dome was acquired 

from MVO during a period of clear weather. The photograph, shown in Figure C4 has captured incandescence 

from fumaroles in the rear wall of the 2010 collapse scar. However, when comparing the photograph from 22 

January 2017 with earlier similar photos, the number of incandescent features in the rear wall of the collapse 

scar is lower than in other photographs acquired since February 2010 (Error! Reference source not found.). 

This suggests that changes to incandescent features on the lava dome have occurred since February 2010. 
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Figure C4: Long-exposure night-time photographs of the lava dome taken during clear weather from the MVO observation 
deck on three different nights. The sequence of images clearly shows a decrease in the number of incandescent 
features on the lava dome. This may be due to cooling of some of the fumaroles or sealing of pathways and 
fractures through which hot gases escape the lava dome. 

 

Although it appears that some changes in the number of incandescent features (fumaroles) on the lava dome 

have occurred, thermal images acquired during clear periods have continued to show no change in the number 

or distribution of thermal features on the dome. This would suggest that some of the previously incandescent 

features have cooled sufficiently so as to be below the threshold for incandescence to occur, which is 

approximately 400-500 °C. This correlates well with the recorded temperatures shown in Table C10. 

It is therefore clear that since July 2013, significant cooling of the gases venting through the fumaroles in 

question has occurred. Similar large decreases in fumarole temperatures have been reported at other 

volcanoes, such as Mt Lamington in Papua New Guinea where fumarole temperatures decreased by 270°C. This 

decrease, however, occurred over 18 years, between 1973 and 1991 and is based on only two measurements 

(Global Volcanism Program, 1991). 

There are two possible explanations for the cause of the decreasing trend in fumarole temperatures: 

1. The decreasing temperatures are indicative of a cooling magmatic system. 

2. The establishment of a shallow groundwater/hydrothermal system is cooling the gas. 
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Although it is not possible to definitively determine the cause of the trend (primarily due to the lack of data), 

explanation #2 above is perhaps the mostly likely. This is supported by the wide variation in fumarole 

temperatures across the lava dome. The hottest fumaroles remain those located in the rear wall of the 2010 

collapse scar and those located on the summit of the 2006-7 lava dome, at the east end of the present dome 

(see Figure C1: Map of the SHV lava dome showing the location of the fumaroles imaged by thermal camera 

and for which temperature data exist., while the fumarole that has recorded the largest decrease in 

temperature, the Gas Vent, is located in in the floor of the 2010 collapse scar. The fumaroles in the rear 

headwall and on the summit of the lava dome are contained in fractured, but solid lava. The Gas Vent is 

located in pyroclastic flow and rockfall deposits that would soak up considerable amounts of rainfall. Thus, the 

cooling of the Gas Vent is likely related to the infiltration of rainfall into the deposits. The location of the Gas 

Vent in the floor of the amphitheatre-shaped collapse scar makes this feature a natural sink in in which to 

collect rainfall and surface runoff. Of course, it is possible for both explanations above to be acting in 

conjunction to cool gas temperatures, as suggested by the decrease in incandescence from fumaroles in the 

rear wall of the collapse scar, as recorded in the night time photographs. However, the relatively steady rate of 

degassing (of SO2) since the end of Phase 5 in February 2010 would theoretically be enough to maintain high 

temperatures as decreasing temperatures may reflect a reduced gas flux from the magmatic system (e.g., 

Oppenheimer et al., 1993). 
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